FoAM Kernow selected activities
https://fo.am/studios/kernow/
kernow@fo.am
FoAM Kernow is a non-profit organisation founded and run
by Dr. Amber Griffiths and Dave Griffiths, joined by Alex
McLean. We are part of a network of six collaborative
FoAM studios dotted around Europe.
Most of our time is spent on projects to help people to
develop creative and confident relationships with science
and technology, to better understand the ecosystems we
are part of, enable more sustainable behaviours and design
bespoke appropriate technology (things that can be
understood, fixed, repurposed, sometimes off-grid or even
elephant-proof).
In practical terms, you’ll find us running events, designing
workshops, building hardware and electronics, writing
software, creating exhibitions and unusual opportunities,
giving a voice to our communities, publishing our work,
teaching at all levels (from primary to postgraduate), and
giving people a leg-up wherever we possibly can.
We see transdisciplinarity (working outside established
boundaries) as the only viable approach to tackling the
most pressing problems, and routinely embed co-design and
citizen science as essential approaches for encouraging and
including broader perspectives. Once you start with a
problem and work your way out, disciplines become a bit
nonsensical.

DISTCULT: AlgoMech Panel on Distributed Culture https://algomech.com/distcult/
This event chaired/organised by Alex McLean and Iris Saladino on distributed culture took part both in person and online in Buenos Aires at Centro Cultural de la Cienca
and Sheffield at DINA in February 2020 and explored the past, present and future of distributed events, taking input from artists, scientists and activists. We explored ways of
making use of the internet to connect communities, to create international events that are inclusive, diverse and promote cultural exchange. This discussion took place
shortly prior to pandemic measures, against the backdrop of ecological breakdown, while looking to take on the challenge of making new spaces for cultural exchange.
The speakers were Marta Dillon, co-founder of Ni Una Menos (not one woman less), Julian Oliver talking about his experience building the server infrastructure for
Extinction Rebellion and Richard Parncutt, University of Graz talking about eliminating carbon emissions of academic conferences. The event closed with an international
performance from members of the live coding community in Argentina, Brasil, Indonesia and further afield:
Iris Saladino (irisS), CLIC (Colectivo de Live Coders), Argentina
Abhinay Khoparzi (khoparzi), Algorave India
Rafael Díaz (rafrobeat), TOPLAP Bogotá / La Salpicadera, Colombia
Damián Silvani (munshkr), CLIC, Argentina
Pedro Sagasti (torotumbo), CLIC, Argentina
Rangga Purmana Aji (rangga), CLIC, Indonesia
Joenio Costa (djalgoritmo), CLIC, Brasil

Algomech
https://fo.am/activities/algomech/

“[The] AlgoMech Festival of Algorithmic and Mechanical
movement celebrates a future that is not just about using new
technologies to make music, but to unmake it. It’s all about
getting into the guts of how music is made, showing code
running in real time, taking machines and systems apart to show
their workings, and opening up technologies to alternative uses.”
- Wire Magazine
Algomech is a semi-annual festival curated by FoAM’s Alex
McLean in Sheffield ranging from Algorave events, symposia on
braiding and dancing, pop-up performaces in public spaces and
artistic workshops. The 2019 edition featured 70 artists, 175
workshop participants, a live audience of 1,000 people with an
online audience of over 40,000.
The festival is supported by Sheffield Year of Making, Arts
Council England, and the British Science Association and has
been featured by The Guardian, Wire Magazine and
ResidentAdvisor.

“My main concern was that, having zero knowledge of coding,
everything might go right over my head, but the programming
language was relatively straightforward and came with
instructions, and soon enough I was making my own music.” Iman Amrani, writing in The Guardian

Algorave
http://algorave.com
Algorave is a cultural movement that Alex McLean has been
heavily involved with promoting and fostering. An Algorave is
an event where people dance to music generated from
algorithms, often using live coding techniques.

“By building up tracks through the manipulation of
programming code, algorave producers are among the
underground’s most dextrous and daring. “ - The Guardian
Over the last ten years this has become an international
scene, spawning a community with local styles and new
centres of artistic practice in South America, Japan, and India.

Penelope
https://fo.am/activities/penelope/
How can we make tools that help understand the ancient weaver's mind? How they calculated and solved the first recorded
mathematical proofs, embedding them in pattern. How do certain forms of technology define our relationship with the world?
The Penelope project is a 5 year European Research Council project by Ellen Harlizius-Kluck with Giovanni Fanfani, Annapurna
Mamidipudi alongside FoAM Kernow. During 2020 we have been developing livecoded maypole dance performances based on
a swarm of eight woven robots. Our robots were unleashed on unsuspecting passers by in Sheffield - during the 2019
Algomech festival. Our dancing swarm made a further appearance at the Penelope ‘Homo Textor’ conference, where they were
embedded deeper into the history of dance, ritual, mathematics and textiles of the ancient world.
We are currently building a browser based visual programming language to live code them remotely via video stream. We will
livecode them to dance together in a pandemic world because they don't have to social distance.

Tidal Cycles
https://tidalcycles.org
The TidalCycles (or 'tidal' for short) is free/open source software, that allows you to make patterns with code, whether live
coding music at algoraves or composing in the studio.
It includes language for describing flexible (e.g. polyphonic, polyrhythmic, generative) sequences. It also has an extensive
library of patterning functions, for transforming and combining them.
Tidal is highly composable in that pattern transformations can be easily combined together, allowing you to quickly create
complex patterns from simple ingredients.
Tidal does not make sound itself, but is designed for use with the featureful SuperDirt synth, and can control other synths
over Open Sound Control or MIDI. Whether you're using SuperDirt or a synth, every filter and effect can be patterned and
manipulated independently with Tidal patterns.

Invisible Worlds Residencies
https://fo.am/activities/iw2019/
The Invisible Worlds Residencies are a collaboration
between FoAM and the Eden Project, funded by the
Wellcome Trust and Arts Council England. Our 2019
call attracted applicants from Europe, South America,
Asia and Australia with projects and backgrounds in
farming, illustration, renewable energy, sculpture,
horticulture, poetry, genomics, choreography, clinical
medicine, music and programming, amongst others.
The outstanding resident was Austin Houldsworth – an
experimental designer who pitched a deceptively playful
project on the societal impacts of climate change.
Austin’s Intergalactic Estate Agency challenged
Generation Alpha to find ways of communicating what
they find valuable on our struggling planet, to anyone
listening in the vast expanse of the universe.
The Invisible Worlds residencies offer people from any
background the chance to work with FoAM and the
Eden Project to develop their ideas, without disciplinary
boundaries, and with access to extremely broad
audiences. Previous residents have included a ceramicist
studying geology, sound artists making music with
strange organisms, and a trio of a chef, illustrator and
geneticist who sequenced kimchi microbiomes.

Sonic Kayaks
https://fo.am/activities/kayaks/
The Sonic Kayak is a musical instrument and a scientific instrument. Kayaks rigged with underwater environmental sensors
generate live music from the marine world, providing the paddler with an extra dimension of senses to explore the
underwater world, while gathering fine-scale geo-referenced climate and environmental data. The system can be used for
artistic purposes as well as for citizen science applications, offering the opportunity to build low-cost open hardware to
gather critical data for environmental activism.
In 2018, remote sensing PhD student James Duffy joined us on a Natural Environment Research Council funded secondment,
improving the waterproofing, GPS accuracy, and data mapping. We were also approached by Access Lizard Adventure, who
wanted to see whether the sonification system could be used to provide greater independence to kayakers with visual
impairments. Together with James and long-term collaborators Kaffe Matthews and Jo Garrett, we developed a bespoke
version for this purpose and taught the kayak club how to make their own, funded by Smartline (European Regional
Development Funding). In 2020 we have been developing and adding new sensors for mapping water and air pollution, funded
by the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.

Tanglebots
http://fo.am/tanglebots/
http://fo.am/blog/2017/04/04/tanglebots-asd/
The Tanglebots workshop was originally developed as part of a research
project into weaving and coding. Together with Ellen Harlizius-Klück and
Lovebytes, we developed a workshop format for children and their
families, forming a messy introduction into weaving, robotics and coding.
Tanglebots are prototype/failed weaving robots (weaving is quite hard,
so we start with tangles and see what patterns emerge). We combine
harvesting components from e-waste toys (motors, gears, electronics),
and using visual programming (Scratch) to control these components,
to create robots that make tangles.
After our previous Tanglebots workshop, researchers from the Cultural
Minds group at the University of Exeter got in touch to see if we could
run a similar workshop for young people with autism and their families.
This time we were joined by autism service providers from the
Cornwall Council Autism Team, Dreadnought Aspires, a Multi Academy
Trust representing four specialist schools, the National Autistic Society,
and Sensory Projects - each interested in whether our approach could
help people with autism collaborate on a shared goal.
The workshop was funded by the Economic and Social Research
Council and the British Science Association.

AccessLab https://fo.am/activities/accesslab/
AccessLab is a workshop format designed with two simultaneous motivations: To decentralise research skills so a broader range of people are able to access/use scientific
research, and to expose science researchers to the difficulties of using their research as an outsider. The act of pairing science academics with local community members
helps build understanding and trust between groups at a time when this relationship is under increasing threat from different political and economic currents in society.
Having held five AccessLabs in 2017/2018, we ran a workshop for previous participants to look at potential futures for the project, together with the British Science
Association and the Natural Environment Research Council. We met a difficult-to-navigate conclusion, where we wanted to allow anyone to run their own workshops
under the AccessLab name but also to retain the radically honest, constructively critical, and egalitarian ethos of the format.
In 2019 we took the first big step by publishing the full format for others to use. We also ran an AccessLab for a heady mix of Extinction Rebellion activists and policy
makers working on climate change. Based on the high demand for this, we secured funding from the Wellcome Trust, Carnegie Trust, and Wolfson Foundation for a series
of three AccessLabs focused on Climate, Environment and Health to be run in 2020 together with the European Centre for Environment and Human Health and
Falmouth Library.

A Griffiths, I Modinou, C Heslop, C Brand, A Weatherill, K Baker, A Hughes, J Lewis, L de Mora, S Mynott, K Roberts, D Griffiths. AccessLab: Workshops to broaden access
to scientific research. PLoS Biology 17(5), e3000258.

